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Summary

A multitalented designer with cross-disciplinary experience in physical design, media production and interactive
media development; broad experience in both conceptual design and practical implementation of novel visitorcentered experiences in the fields of retail, entertainment and museums.

Education

New York University Tisch School of the Arts – MPS, Interactive Telecommunications Program
Carnegie Mellon University School of Drama – BFA with honors in Scenic and Lighting Design

2006
1999

Professional Experience
Senior Exhibit Designer Lee H Skolnick Architecture + Design Partnership
2013-Present
Collaborates with interpretive, graphic and architecture departments of interdisciplinary design firm
towards realization of multi-million dollar corporate, museum and healthcare environments. Leads
design teams in developing projects from concept to execution. Co-ordinates with client teams,
consultants, media production and fabrication contractors and partner architects. Mentors junior staff,
maintains office standards. Researches new tools and methods of design development with the goal of
developing and maintaining effective, nimble design processes.
Owner/Consultant

Dovetail Creative Services
2009-2013
Provided project development, consulting and implementation services for interactive environmental
experiences. Consulted for artists, agencies and design firms.

Exhibit Designer

Thinc Design
2007-2009
Participated in installation phase of 50,000 square feet of exhibits and media for the California
Academy of Sciences’ Steinhart Aquarium. Generated, maintained and issued CD-level drawing
sets for fabrication and installation. Coordinated media production, AV, fabrication and installation
efforts for $1M of award-winning interactive displays (opened September 2008). Generated DDlevel documentation for 9/11 Memorial Museum and concept development for several early-phase
institutional projects. Primary design contact for exhibition design of 9/11 Memorial Preview Site.

Experience Designer

Creative Realities, Inc.
2006-2007
Developed visitor-centered experience frameworks for corporate, retail and institutional special event
projects; produced written descriptions, storyboards, scale drawings and renderings.

Studio Manager

NYU Advanced Media Studio
2004-2006
Managed NYU’s first rapid prototyping service. Maintained 3D printer, laser cutter and supporting
software. Produced signature works to demonstrate service capabilities. Developed job tracking system,
ran workshops on RP process for fine arts and design students.

CAD Manager

I. Weiss & Sons Inc.
2003
Implemented construction drawing standards for major theatrical rigging and drapery manufacturer.
Collaborated with management and technical staff to establish drawing workflow, templates and library
for company-wide use.

Freelance Designer

Various Clients
2001-2004
Produced design documentation for dozens of theatrical, architectural lighting, exhibit and television
projects. Clients included PDG Jack Morton, Tangram, Design-Contact, ESI Design, Hotopp Inc,
Focus Lighting. Various 1-6 month contracts.

Skills
Software

Supplemental design skills include perspective and life drawing, model building and electro-mechanical hackery.
Musical skills include music theory, recording, improvisation and performance (guitar.) Conversant in French.
Guru (10+years)
Adobe CS4, MS Office,
AutoCAD 2010

Pro (3+years)
Sketchup 7, Rhino3D,
Vectorworks 2010, 3D Studio

Familiar (at least one project)
FinalCut Pro, AfterEffects,
Front-end web development
with XHTML/CSS/Javascript
In order to provide the most relevant references, I am happy to provide them upon request.

Nike+ Digital Services
Nike Global Brand Design

New York, Las Vegas, Portland, Los Angeles, Toronto, Georgetown, Beaverton
Spring-Summer 2013
100-2,000 Square Feet

Starting in 2012, Nike began to outfit each of its stores with a
dedicated area where consumers can learn about, purchase and
activate their Nike+ products. From Fuelband to Sportwatch
GPS to Nike+ sensors, all of Nike’s digital product offerings
would now be available in a single Digital Services area.
For these permanent installations in the client’s New York,
Georgetown, Las Vegas, Portland, Los Angeles, Santa Monica,
Toronto and Beaverton stores, Chris consulted with Tangram
International Exhibitions to guide the design engineering,
construction coordination and installation efforts involved in
fitting together a variety of different product displays, graphics
and interactive elements. Each fixture is designed to be easily
refreshed with new product lines, graphics and media.
With the exception of the flagship store in New York, all were
one-night installations.
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Nike Retail Installations
Nike Retail Brand Presentation
New York, Las Vegas, Portland
Winter 2011-Fall 2013
100-2,000 Square Feet

Chris worked with Tangram International Exhibitions,
executing a variety of in-store retail initiatives for the Nike’s
New York, Las Vegas and Portland pinnacle stores.
Many of these projects are built, printed and installed by
various subcontrators. In these cases, in addition to leading
the technical design effort, Chris also coordinated creative,
technical specifications and finishes across vendors, in order to
maintain flawless consistency between stores and built elements.
From awarding the job to in-store launch, these projects have
been executed simultaneously across up to three locations in
the US, in four weeks or less.
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Times Square Interactive
Starbucks Coffee Company
New York, NY USA
Opened Summer 2011
2,000 square feet

Starbucks is expanding their presence in Times Square with a
newly remodeled store that will serve as a showcase destination
for the Starbucks brand at one of the busiest crossroads in
the world. Dovetail Creative Services was approached by the
designers of the store to develop an interactive experience
appropriate to both the Starbucks brand and to Times Square.
Knowing the store will be visited by thousands of people from
all corners of the globe, Chris proposed an experience that
celebrates the diversity of these visitors while also allowing
them to feel like a star as they leave their mark on New York
City.

combined with those of hundreds of other customers to create
the raw material for a light-hearted crowd-sourced media piece
centered around the iconic Starbucks cup.
For this unique environmental interactive, Chris delivered
Starbucks concept design, contxtual research, storyboards,
as well as detailed hardware and software performance
specifications, scope documentation and preferred vendor
recommendations.

After purchasing a cup of Starbucks coffee, customers can
choose to have their photos taken with their cup in front of
the backdrop of a busy Times Square street. This photo will be
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9/11 Memorial Preview Site

National September 11 Memorial Foundation
New York, NY USA
Opened September 2009
2,000 square feet

The 9/11 Memorial Preview Site is an exhibition and retail
environment developed to educate the public about the
progress of the memorial and museum currently being built at
the World Trade Center site. Visitors are able to view models
and renderings of the site and facilities, view real time images of
the construction progress and participate in the creation of the
museum by sharing their 9/11 story.
Working under Thinc’s design director and alongside one
graphic designer, Chris acted as the primary exhibit designer
for this two thousand square foot retail and exhibit facility
directly across the street from Ground Zero. Chris sheperded
the project from brainstorming and concept sketches through
opening.

Collaborating directly with museum staff, conservators
and content developers to translate their broad conceptual
goals into a build-able reality, Chris helped the team balance
many competing requirements. On the execution side, Chris
coordinated with media producers, graphic fabricators, display
case manufacturers, AV integrators, retail consultants, general
contractors and project architects to ensure the project was
executed as the museum team envisioned. The entire project
was concepted, realized and opened in under two months.
The Preview Site educates several thousand visitors to the area
every week. It is expected to operate until 2014, when the
memorial and museum themselves open to the public.
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Steinhart Aquarium

California Academy of Sciences
San Francisco, California USA
Opened September 2008
50,000 square feet

The Steinhart Aquarium is a major element of the new
Renzo Piano-designed California Academy of Sciences
facility in Golden Gate Park. Chris participated in the design
documentation, contract administration, media production
and installation phases of this state-of-the-art living museum.
As the exhibit designer working within a small team alongside an
architectural design lead, project manager and media producer,
Chris was intimately involved in the coordination of dozens
of live displays, animal enclosures, exhibits, graphics, lighting,
software, and audio-visual elements that collectively create the
Steinhart Aquarium experience. The task of bringing all of this
work together smoothly put Chris in direct collaboration with
project exhibit design team, various contractors, the Academy
content teams and the architect.

Chris was responsible for tracking hundreds of shop drawings,
issuing and tracking sketches and revisions, and maintaining a
60+ page design control drawing set. On the media side, he
collaborated with media producers and software developers to
establish the interaction design, information architectures and
hardware requirements for $1 million of interactive displays.
Since opening, The Steinhart Aquarium has become one of the
most popular attractions at the Academy and has been visited
by over one million people over its first two years. The project
won numerous accolades in 2009, including the Silver IDEA
award from IDSA, Good Design Award, Archi-tech AV Award
Grand Prize, and Event Design awards for environments.
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Steampunk Haunted House
Third Rail Projects
New York, NY USA
October 2010, 2011
3,000 square feet

The Steampunk Haunted House is an immersive experience
where visitors plot a path through a victorian-themed
dreamscape. Called “breathtakingly beautiful” by Flavorpill
and included in CRACKED.com’s “5 Halloween Parties Too
Badass to Be Real (That Totally Are)”, the experience takes
audience members on an participatory performance journey
through the twisting stairways, expansive spaces and dark
corners of a century-old playhouse in New York’s Lower East
Side.

As environmental designer, the task of connecting the audience
to the wider narrative of the evening took on three primary
challenges:

For two consecutive years, Chris has collaborated with Third
Rail Projects to develop and produce dozens of unique
environments for the project.

In the final product, visitors’ sense of scale is distorted, they
are immersed in total darkness, isolated from other visitors,
placed in narrow spaces and negotiated with in uncomfortable
positions by performers (and occasionally frightened,) all in
support of a larger dramatic storyline.

•
•
•

Empower a cast of performers with evocative performance
environments.
Identify opportunities for audience interaction with the
environment.
Develop spaces that heighten the sensory experience.
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function fadeAnswer(){
//trace(“fading : “+wrong_ans_array[j]);
var fadeit:Tween = new Tween(wrong_ans_array[j], “_alpha
}
function fadeCallback():Void {
if(j < 3) {
		
fadeAnswer();
		
j++;
} else {
		
//fadeAnswer();
		
j++;		
		
clearInterval(fadeIntervalId);
		
//trace(“showing correct answer”);
		
animateCorrect();
		
break;
}
}

function startWait():Void {
waitIntervalId = 0;
j = 0;
waitIntervalId = setInterval(this, “waitCallback”, waitD
}
function waitCallback():Void {
clearInterval(waitIntervalId);
//now start fading
startFade();
}

Stanford Challenge Trivia Game
Stanford University

function animateCorrect(){
var xend:Number;
var yend:Number;
if(thisStyle==1){
		
xend = 742;
		
yend = 336;
} else {
		
xend = 568;
		
yend = 450;		
		
// fade out hairlines
}
var xmoveit:Tween = new Tween(correctAnswer, “_x”, Regul
var xzoomit:Tween = new Tween(correctAnswer, “_xscale”,

var ymoveit:Tween = new Tween(correctAnswer, “_y”, Regul
var yzoomit:Tween = new Tween(correctAnswer, “_yscale”,

Palo Alto, CA USA
March 2007

}

The Stanford Challenge is Stanford University’s most recent
multi-year fundraising drive, an effort to raise funds to support
various initiatives across the university. At Creative Realities,
Chris collaborated with a team tasked with creating a unique,
portable experience for fundraising events that would challenge
alumnis’ knowledge of their alma mater and provide a social
‘icebreaker’ activity for fundraising events.
Inspired by movie theater trivia slideshows, the team developed
a quiz game using questions provided by Stanford staff. Chris
provided interaction and graphic design and also developed a
custom Flash-based solution for displaying the game, as well as
an authoring tool for creating, managing, and editing the trivia
questions.

var explFade:Tween = new Tween(loadedQuestion.t_expl, “_

function adjustAnswerSize(ans:MovieClip, ht:Number){
//ans.border = true;
var ans_h:Number = ans._height;
var scale_r:Number = 50/ans_h;
var yd:Number = ans_h - ht; // the amount of pixels bigg
//trace(“it got “+yd+” px bigger”);
//ans._width = 270*1/scale_r;
if(yd > 0){
		
ans._width = 290;		
		
ans._xscale = scale_r*90;
		
ans._yscale = scale_r*90;
}
// “the founding grant exception”
if(ans.length > 49){
		
trace(“LONG ANSWER”);
		
ans._width = 400;
		
ans._xscale = 70;
		
ans._yscale = 70;		
}
}
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keyListener:Object

= new Object();

keyListener.onKeyDown = function() {
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Seller Options
NEW ITEM FOR SALE
Current Items for sale
Previous Sales

select locker with
scroll

Review Popularity
Current
Items

NEW ITEM FOR SALE

Locate an empty cell that
will fit your item and move
the console to that column
and use the scroller to light
your chosen cell .

1. Other item
2. Other Item

Previous
Sales

EDIT
Previous Items Sold
1. Date | item description |
Sale price | Sold y/n
2. Date | item description |
Sale price | Sold y/n

Fill in the following:
Item Title
Item Description:
Price:

Edit Item
photo ok?

YES

NO

NO
information
correct?

YES

Hold you item up in fromt
of the camera as shown
to take photos of it. Use
the viseo window as a
viewfinder.

Looking at th
screen record
about you

Take photo

Take seller video

WAIT!

Cancel Sa

CANCEL

NO

video ok?

Place your item in
the locker and
press lock & finish

Turno

YES

NYU Interactive Telecommunications Program

this is how your ad
will look. ok?

YES

New York, NY USA
June 2006

ITEM SOLD

The Turno project is a product devloped during a six-week
concept design cycle in Masamichi Udagawa’s Designing
Experience class at ITP. The task was to develop, propose,
explain and document an integrated software, hardware and
physical design solution that supported a series of accepted user
Sale
Duration
experience
requirements.

(2 weeks?)

As part of a three-person project team, Chris helped define
message
to seller
the functional and aesthetic criteria ofSMS
the product,
as well
as
"Item
sold!!!"
develop and test iterative paper prototypes
andhas
userbeen
experience
wireframes. Chris’ experience as a storyteller was particularly
called into play when it came time to develop clear walkthroughs using relevant user personas that explained the
product and its capabailities. The concept was ulitmately
ITEM
SOLD
pitched
to NOT
a group
of design industry professionals.

The result of this six-week design process was Turno, a
consignment vending machine. Turno is an approach to the
Change
Information,
challenge
distributed,
or interest-specific
NO locationNO of creating
NO
price etc.
communities of sellers and buyers. Unlike traditional
vending
machines that only sell goods, Turno facilitates the transaction
of new and used goods between members of a community.

Change Video

Change Photos

Payment, less
commision, depositied
into sellers account.
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Removed
on time T. Cummings
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729 42nd St #2A :: Brooklyn, NY by
11232
SMS message to
seller.
Retrieve item from
removal time expired, Item

Jam-O-Drum @ Zeum
Zeum

San Francisco, CA USA
June 2001
2,000 square feet

At the Enterainment Technology Center at Carnegie Mellon
University, Chris served as Art Director on a project team
developing a multi-user interactive music exhibit. This was one
of a second-generation of Jam-O-Drum installations, following
the one originally developed for the Experience Music Project
in Seattle.
The team’s challenge was to develop two engaging,
collaborative musical gaming experiences for four players.
The project schedule included a three-month development
process focused heavily on game design, prototyping and
usability testing. This was followed by a production phase only
after the core experiences had been developed and validated.
The production phase included core game programming,
3D modelling and animation, music composition, voiceover

recording (by comedian Josh Gad), exhibit fabrication and AV
system comissioning.
Working in a team under faculty project lead Tina Blaine
alongside two programmers, a 3D modeller/animator and a
project manager, Chris acted as project Art Director as well as
supervising the physical exhibit fabrication. After participating
in three rounds of iterative usability testing, observation and
refinement of the core gameplay, Chris’ tasks centered on
maintaining a high quality of visual appearance, clarity and
consistency throughout the two game experiences.
The project opened in June of 2001 for a one-year installation
at Zeum.
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